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A B S T R A C T

A new software tool is developed for droplet image analysis for the study of wetting of solid substrates. The tool
extracts information exclusively from images and does not require the use of any properties of the system.
Moreover, its applicability covers both axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric droplets. The developed software
processes independently droplet images taken from side and top perspectives. Processing of side-view images is
made by polynomial fitting to the droplet shape and provides important 2D geometrical features such as contact
angles, length, height, contact point coordinates and contour outline. The analysis of top-view images is
achieved through active contours (snakes) and yields droplet dimensions, centroid position and contour outline.
The combination of synchronized side and top images provides the reconstruction of the droplet 3D shape by
means of slices of circular arc shape, which allows estimation of droplet volume and of the distribution of contact
angles along its perimeter. The above is an important feature that has not been delivered by other software tools.
Experimental results to support the applicability of the new tool are presented for two distinct substrates having
different surface properties (glass and Teflon).

1. Introduction

The continuously increasing number of publications related to
wetting reveals the importance of this only partially understood

phenomenon [1]. When studying wetting, the most relevant informa-
tion is extracted from images in which the spreading or sliding of
droplets over substrates is captured. Several tools and methods have
been introduced along the years for the analysis of such images for
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extracting droplet geometrical features that are essential to determine
the wetting behavior of a solid-liquid system [2]. In this context, the
feature most commonly measured to study wetting of liquid/solid
combinations is the contact angle, which is defined as the angle be-
tween the tangent plane to the liquid-vapor interface and the tangent
plane to the solid-liquid interface, at the point where the three phases
(solid, vapor and liquid) meet [3]. This parameter was first introduced
by Thomas Young in 1805 [4] and its relation to the different interfacial
tensions between interfaces is expressed in Eq. (1).

= +σ σ σ θcossv sl lv (1)

where σsv is the interfacial tension between solid and vapor, σsl is the
interfacial tension between solid and liquid, σlv is the interfacial tension
between liquid and vapor and θ is the equilibrium contact angle. The
contact angle value determines the degree of wettability of a solid by a
specific liquid. Surfaces are classified as wettable when their contact
angle ranges from 0 to 90°, and as non-wettable when it ranges from 90
to 180° [5]. Regardless of the conceptual simplicity of contact angle, the
actual measurement of accurate contact angles depends on the specific
solid/liquid homogeneity and the employed methodology [6]. In
practice, when a droplet is deposited on top of a surface, a range of
contact angles can be obtained. This range is known as Contact Angle
Hysteresis (CAH) and its maximum and minimum limits are known as
advancing (θA) and receding (θR) contact angle, respectively [7]. These
angles can be measured applying external forces to the system such as
gravitational, centrifugal, electrical, etc. In the specific case in which
centrifugal forces are applied, when rotation speeds are low, a
spreading stage may occur in which the droplet deforms and moves
partially due to local instabilities at the front part. The front edge moves
in the direction of the tangential force with the advancing contact
angle, θA. During the spreading stage, the rear part of the droplet is
pinned to the substrate with which it attains an angle whose value
ranges between the initial and the receding contact angle [8]. If the
rotation speed increases, the angle attained in the rear part of the
droplet reaches the value of the receding contact angle, θR. At this
moment, the droplet detaches from the surface and slides in the di-
rection of the force. The detachment of the droplet from the surface
occurs when a critical tangential force is applied. For a specific solid-
liquid pair, this critical force depends also on droplet volume. Never-
theless, when deposited over different substrates, the spreading/sliding
behavior of a droplet of the same liquid and the same volume can differ
extremely in terms of the tangential force needed for the evolution of
droplet shape and eventually its motion.

Regarding the measurement of contact angles, two groups of pro-
cedures have been used: tensiometric and goniometric methods. On the
one hand, tensiometric methods employ Eq. (1) to calculate the equi-
librium contact angle (θ) of symmetric droplets, while measuring in-
terfacial tensions (σ) independently. Nevertheless, as mentioned above,
the equilibrium contact angle is not a realistic quantity due to substrate
heterogeneities, roughness or adsorption of vapor onto the solid surface
[9]. On the other hand, goniometric methods are image-analysis based
and extract the droplet shape directly from the acquired images. Within
goniometric methods, two families of different procedures can be
found. On the first, methods such as Axisymmetric Droplet Shape
Analysis (ADSA) are included. ADSA is a goniometric method widely
used which determines with high accuracy the droplet shape comparing
it with the ideal shape obtained by Young-Laplace equation [3,10].
Nevertheless, this method allows only to evaluate symmetric droplets
and, furthermore, extensive knowledge of the system properties is re-
quired to estimate the theoretical droplet shape [11]. In contrast, the
second family of goniometric methods is based in pure image-analysis.
A common first step for these latter methods is the fitting of a theore-
tical curve to the droplet contour [12]. For small droplets placed on a
horizontal surface, the shape of the liquid-vapor interface can be ap-
proximated by a circle when viewed from the side [13]. However, for
large droplets gravity leads the liquid to flatten, which is a reason that

the droplet shape is best approximated by an ellipse [14]. At this point
it is important to highlight that these assumptions (both for small and
large droplets) are met only for symmetric droplets. However, in most
applications, droplets are exposed to a combination of external forces
that cause the contact line to be distorted from symmetry, and methods
to analyze non-axisymmetric droplets are therefore essential. Among
the methods developed to this purpose, important contributions are the
Sub-Pixel Polynomial Fitting (SPPF [15],) or the recently developed
method by Mirzaei [16], who uses a moving goniometric mask instead
of fitting a polynomial function to find the contact angles.

Overall, as shown above, measuring both advancing and receding
contact angles is essential to characterize wetting of a liquid on a solid
surface. However, full understanding of the phenomenon requires ad-
ditionally precise knowledge of the droplet’s shape [3]. For instance,
while side-view images are suitable to determine contact angle and
other geometrical features of the droplet such as its length, height or
sliding velocity, they are not sufficient to define its shape because the
shape is defined by two interfaces: i) the solid-liquid interface and ii)
the liquid-vapor interface. First, the solid-liquid interface is a two-di-
mensional (2D) closed-shape confined by the three-phase contact line
where solid, liquid and vapor phases intersect [17]. Characterizing this
interface is important in multiple applications, such as to compute the
wetted area [18], to measure geometrical factors for the calculation of
the retention force [19,20], or to explore the different pinning/depin-
ning behavior of the front and rear regions of a droplet sliding over an
inclined surface [8]. When the droplet is placed on horizontal surfaces,
this interface is always circular. However, its shape is deformed when
external forces are applied. For instance, on tilted substrates, gravity
acts inducing the deformation of the solid-liquid interface [21]. For this
reason, when droplets are subjected to external forces, images taken
from above, in a parallel direction to the substrate, (top-view) are
needed to explore the shape of the three-phase contact line. Once ob-
served from the top-view, the next step is to parametrize the shape of
the interface, which depends at the same time on the specific solid-
liquid pair used and on the applied forces. Therefore, as a function of
these latter aspects, several approximations for the geometry of the
three phase contact line have been proposed (e.g. parallel-sided [22],
asymmetrically elongated [23], or elliptical [24]). The second interface
delimiting the droplet shape is the vapor-liquid interface. This is a
three-dimensional (3D) surface and is determined by the interplay be-
tween surface tension and gravity (or other external forces). For small
droplets on horizontal substrates, this 3D surface can be approximated
by a spherical cap [25]. In this case, the effect of gravity is small and the
shape follows the Laplace minimum energy principle [26]. However,
when the droplet volume is large, its shape is flattened due to gravity
[27]. For a droplet sliding due to the imposition of external forces, the
shape is not symmetric and cannot be approximated by a spherical cap
or a flattened sphere. The droplet is deformed in the direction of the
force and attains the advancing and receding contact angles in the front
and rear edges, respectively. To be able to determine the 3D shape of
the liquid-vapor interface it is necessary to define all the angles along
the perimeter, whose value lies between the advancing and receding
contact angles. To describe the distribution of contact angles along the
droplet perimeter, several approximations have been proposed fitting
different polynomial functions to the contact angle variation ([3,28]).
ElSherbini et al. [24] developed a new device for the exploration of
droplet shape on a tilted plate using a rotating camera to take side-
images for every azimuthal coordinate along the droplet perimeter. The
azimuthal coordinate φ is defined on the droplet three-phase contact
line and its value is 0° for the front point and 180° for the rear. The
profile images were used to characterize the nature of the contact angle
function θ (φ) with θ (φ=0) = θfront and θ (φ=180) = θrear, and the
experimental findings were best fitted by a 3rd degree polynomial. An
alternative method to obtain the distribution of angles along the peri-
meter would be to use a side and a top camera and combine the images
obtained from both perspectives to reconstruct the 3D shape of the
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liquid-vapor interface.
The main goal of this paper is to present a new software for the

study of wetting under external body forces that is able to extensively
characterize the droplet shape in terms of both the solid-liquid and the
liquid-vapor interfaces. To this aim, this new tool performs the droplet
characterization in two steps: first, top and side images are analyzed to
extract 2D geometrical features such as contact angles, length, height,
width, contact point position and contour outlines. Thereafter, top and
side contours are combined to obtain a 3D reconstruction of the droplet.
To the best of our knowledge, the latter constitutes a unique feature
offered by the present software. Finally, several experiments, carried
out in Kerberos ([29,30]), are presented to assess the performance of the
newly developed software under different wettability conditions com-
paring a hydrophilic (glass) and a slightly hydrophobic (Teflon) sub-
strate.

2. Methodology

Droplet images acquired from top and side views are analyzed in-
dependently to extract contour outlines. These contours are employed
to compute 2D geometrical droplet features whereas their combination
avails the 3D reconstruction of the droplet shape. The Matlab® software
(v. 2013) has been used for the implementation of the application.

In principle, the movement of a droplet over a planar substrate is
considered and recorded by two cameras (side and top view) providing
orthogonal perspectives of the phenomena as shown in Fig. 1.

Regarding the positions of the cameras, the side camera is placed in
such a way that its imaging plane is perpendicular to the substrate. The
side camera images the substrate profile as a straight line, which will
henceforth be denoted as “horizon” as seen in Fig. 1. The top camera is
placed with its imaging plane parallel to the substrate and monitors the
droplet movement from above. Furthermore, a third camera is em-
ployed to record the droplet from the back. The images acquired by the
back view camera are used only to assure initially the symmetry of the
droplet and, in particular, the symmetry during the onset of its move-
ment over the solid surface. The three cameras are synchronized to
allow registering the complete evolution of the droplet shape with time.

Once the cameras and magnifying lenses are fixed in place, cali-
bration is carried out independently for side and top cameras. The ca-
libration process aims at determining the conversion factor from pixel
distances to metric length units (mm). The aforementioned procedure is
achieved by measuring the image size of reference objects and allows
calibration for each particular droplet-camera/lens distance. It is as-
sumed that this distance remains constant throughout the recording.
Lens distortion and perspective foreshortening at the periphery of the
images are considered negligible.

The camera recordings are saved as video files (in AVI format) from
which the software extracts image frames for subsequent analysis.
Afterwards, a Region of Interest (ROI) is selected in images and only the
image regions enclosed within these limits are further processed. From
this stage on, the approaches used for the side and top view images
processing are different and are explained separately.

2.1. Side view processing

The processing of the side view images starts with the manual se-
lection of the horizon in the image (yellow horizontal line in Fig. 2(a)).
The horizon has been previously defined in Fig. 1 as a straight line seen
from the side camera and represents, physically, the three phase contact
line where liquid, vapor and solid meet. The droplet is located above
the horizon and is recognized against the background using edge de-
tection [31] and foreground segmentation by intensity thresholding
based on the assumption that the droplet is darker than the background.
The threshold for the segmentation is adaptive [32], but its value can be
also determined by the user. This flexibility provides the means to
analyze images with different illumination that may have different grey
levels for both droplet and background (Fig. 2(b)). The contour of the
droplet is outlined and finely interpolated. Initial contour points are
moved towards the closest image edge (as detected by [31]) in the
direction of the image gradient at their initial location to achieve a
more accurate outline.

Edge diffraction is a common source of error on the accurate de-
tection of image borders. It is apparent that for the mobile gas/liquid
interface of a droplet where light reflections vary with the droplet shape
it is not easy to quantify the effect. This might be the reason that many
published articles [11,15] do not even mention the problem and pro-
ceed with droplet edge detection based on the highest contrast gradient
or other pure optical techniques. On this account, the aforementioned
analysis has been validated by comparing contact angle values de-
termined by the present software with contact angles determined
manually assuming that the droplet edge is at the boundary of the dark
region in captured images. The maximum difference between mea-
surements is about± 2 °. Differences are arbitrary with no clear trend
among images. Such small deviations do not invalidate the present
results. This is more so if one takes into account the repeatability in the
current estimations which is± 1 ° (see below). Work is underway to
incorporate adjustments to the software to cope with edge diffraction
on moving liquid interfaces.

The droplet contour shape nearby the edges determines the right
(θRight) and left (θLeft) contact angles (Fig. 2(c)). For the contact angle
estimation, a polynomial fitting is applied to increase the robustness of
the procedure to potential contour tracing errors and pixel

Fig. 1. Illustration of side and top camera positions and examples of the acquired images.
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quantization. Afterwards, the tangent to the polynomial at the contact
point is identified, and the angle between this tangent and the horizon
is computed.

In the first place, contour points in the neighborhood of the two
edges are selected to perform the polynomial fitting independently and
bilaterally. Several contour points k are extracted starting from the edge
towards the center of the droplet. The number of k points can be
regulated by the user as a percentage of the total contour points. The
default value of k is set at 0.3, meaning that the 30% of the contour
points closest to the edge will be extracted and used for the polynomial
fitting. Thereafter, a polynomial is fitted to the points and the fitting
determines the weighting factors ai, in Eq. (2):

= + + + + +−
−f x a x a x a x a x a( ) ...n

n
n

n
1

1
2

2
1 0 (2)

The polynomial grade n in Eq. (2) can be selected by the user, but its
optimal value is also investigated experimentally. For this purpose,
values for n from 1 to 9 are tested to find the one that best fits the
contour at the droplet edges. Grade 1 (line) is discarded as the shape of
the droplet contour is a curve. By empirical evaluation of a wide range
of examples (droplets), the polynomial grade that for most datasets
yields the closest result to the actual contour (ground truth) is the value

4. As seen in Fig. 3, polynomial grades equal to 7 and greater yields
over-fitted curves with concavities upward nearby the edges. Conse-
quently, in these cases, the computed tangent line lies inside the droplet
providing unacceptable results for contact angles.

Once the polynomial is fitted, the contact points p = [px, py]T are
located in the intersection of the polynomial curve with the horizon line
in both edges of the droplet. The identification of the contact points is a
crucial step of the processing since contact angles are computed on
these points. In order to estimate the contact angle, the tangent line to
the polynomial curve is computed at the point px as the derivative of the
polynomial function as expressed in Eq. (3).

= + + …+ + +−
−f x a x a x a x a x a( ) n

n
n

n
1

1
2

2
1 0 (3)

Since the line is tangent to the polynomial, the inclination, m, of the
tangent line should be equal to the value of the derivative of f at px, or
otherwise f'(px) = m. The derivate of f is analytically predicted using
Eq. (4).

f'(px) = nan px n−1+(n-1) an-1 px n-2+… + 2a2 px + a1 (4)

which is used to find the value of m. Using m and solving for y in the
general equation of the tangent (The Slope-Intercept Form of the

Fig. 2. Side view processing overview. (a) ROI (blue) and horizon (yellow) definition (b) image segmentation (c) contour extraction (red), computation of the tangent
(blue) and estimation of contact angles in left (θLeft) and right (θRight) edges of the droplet. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.).

Fig. 3. Experimental results for contour points (orange), polynomial fitting (purple) and tangent line (red) for several polynomial grades, n (1–9). (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).
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equation of a straight line: y=mx+b), =
−

−
m

y p

x p
y

x
avails the equation

of the tangent line at p as calculated in Eq. (5).

= ⋅ − ⋅ +f x m x m p p( ) x y2 (5)

Bearing in mind that the contact angle is the angle between the
tangent line and the horizon at the location of the contact point p, the
left and right contact angles (θRight and θLeft, respectively) are computed
as follows. Defining →u as the vector from point p on the horizon line
and →v as the vector from point p on the tangent line, the estimated
contact angle is given by =− ⋅

∗
θcos Right

u v
u v

1
| | | | , as represented in Fig. 4.

Generally, the contact angle formed by liquids deposited onto solid
surfaces ranges from 0 to 180° and therefore, the processing should
admit any value within these limits. Two different cases can be iden-
tified: hydrophilic surfaces provide contact angle values between 0 and
90°, whereas hydrophobic surfaces provide values ranging from 90° to
180°. The aforementioned cases are processed in a different way and
hence the software must be able to classify them. Algorithmically, the
software can distinguish these two cases comparing the ratio of di-
mensions of the bounding box of the contour (Fig. 5). Hydrophobic
substrates (Fig. 5(a)) yield a bounding box with a larger vertical di-
mension. In contrast, hydrophilic substrates (Fig. 5(b)) yield a larger
horizontal dimension of the bounding box.

In the hydrophobic case, various points of the contour have the
same x values (Fig. 5(a)), thus the parameterization of the contour
cannot be achieved with a function, which needs a one to one, →x y
relation. Alternatively stated, for a given x the function should return a
unique y= f(x) value. This premise is violated in the hydrophobic case,
i.e. points p1 and p2 in Fig. 5(a). In this case, the processing starts with

the rotation of the contour 90° clockwise about the image center. The
estimation of the tangent is therefore carried out in the rotated image
and the results are converted to the initial reference system performing
the inverse rotation (90° anticlockwise).

In the hydrophilic case, all contour points have different x values
and, thus, function f is directly fitted to the contour points. The least-
squares method [33,34] on Y distance from the curve is used for this
fitting, in both cases, where Y is the vertical (y-axis) distance between
the segments points and the fitted curve. In all cases, the average error
in the measurements is estimated to be± 1°.

2.2. Top view processing

Based on the assumption that the droplet is darker than the back-
ground, an active contour approach (snakes) is employed to find the
droplet contour in the top view. The procedure followed for the pro-
cessing of the top view images is illustrated in Fig. 6.

First, initialization of the active contour provides a rough estimation
of the foreground segmentation (Fig. 6(b)). This initialization is per-
formed by a rough intensity thresholding segmentation, using the ap-
proach in Section 2.1. Threshold value is now not automatically de-
termined, but is set conservatively, so as the contour reliably includes
the droplet in the image. Thereafter, the active contour converges to
better approximate the droplet outline (Fig. 6(c)). In the present for-
mulation, both contrast and image edges are used to attract contour
convergence [35]. It must be noted that the abovementioned method
can only be applied to closed shapes. This is why it is not appropriate to
process side view images [36].

Fig. 4. Estimation of the contact angle in the right contact point (θRight) from the horizon vector (→u ) and the tangent vector (→v ).

Fig. 5. Bounding box (bbox) proportions for a droplet placed on top of (a) hydrophobic and (b) hydrophilic substrates stressing the dimensions of w (width) and h
(height) of the box.
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2.3. 3D reconstruction

In addition to 2D geometrical droplet features extracted from in-
dividual side and top view images, the combination of both side and top
view contours allows reconstructing of the 3D droplet shape. The dro-
plet volume is built in “slices” which are defined as hypothetical planes
parallel to the yz plane and, accordingly, perpendicular to the substrate.
The intersection of each of these planes with the droplet surface is
approximated by a circle as illustrated with a red circle in Fig. 7(d). In
addition, the circle contains three points that are known from previous
processing. These points are: the highest point from the side view for

the corresponding x coordinate and for which y= 0 (c1, blue dot in
Fig. 7(a)) and the 2 points from the top image that belong to the sub-
strate plane (z= 0) for the same x coordinate (c2 and c3, red dots in
Fig. 7(c)). In this way, the circle is defined as illustrated in Fig. 7(d) for
every x coordinate along the whole droplet length and compiled to
reconstruct the droplet 3D volume as a point cloud. The approximation
of the droplet shape by circular arcs has been inspired by its successful
use as a tool to solve the three dimensional Young-Laplace equation
[37]. Such approximation has some limitations but it fits nicely the
present results. Given the calibration information, contour points are
converted from pixel to 3D coordinates. Finally, by concatenating
points from neighboring slices, the 3D surface that approximates the
droplet shape is computed.

Fig. 8 exemplifies the achievement of the 3D shape (Fig. 8(c))
through the combination of the side (Fig. 8(a)) and top (Fig. 8(b))
contours for axisymmetric (upper row) and non-axisymmetric (lower

Fig. 6. Top view processing overview. (a) ROI definition, (b) rough contour extraction, (c) fine contour tracing based active contours.

Fig. 7. 3D reconstruction principles (a) Location of c1 in the droplet side view,
(b) location of c2 and c3 in the droplet top view, (c) circular intersection of the
slice and the droplet surface.

Fig. 8. 3D reconstruction examples pointing out droplet contour from (a) side and (b) top views and (c) the resulting 3D shape for axisymmetric (upper row) and non-
axisymmetric (lower row) droplets.

Fig. 9. Measured volume from the 3D shape by adding up the volumes of prism
(dx, dy, dz).
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row) droplets.
In the 3D reconstruction, the droplet volume is computed as shown

in Fig. 9. The volume is defined as = ⋅ ⋅ ∑ =
⋅V d d zx y i

n m
i1 where dx, dy are

system configuration parameters (i.e. can be defined by the user).
Having reconstructed the 3D droplet shape the contact angle dis-

tribution along the three phase contact line is computed by numerical
differentiation.

2.3.1. Geometrical measurements
The processing of the side view images provides 2D geometrical

measurements such as contact angles, contact points and highest point
positions. Using such information, other geometrical properties can be
computed, for example, length and height. In the top view, apart from
the droplet perimeter and contact area, the droplet centroid C is com-
puted as the center of the axis-aligned of the bounding rectangle of the
top view contour.

Fig. 10. Front (θf, dashed line) and rear (θr, solid line) contact angles evolution versus time for a 20 μL droplet over (a) Glass, (b) Teflon. Rotation speed (RS)
increases with a rate of 1 rpm/s until the target speed is reached (a) 48 rpm, (b) 35 rpm.

Fig. 11. Droplet length/height evolution versus time for a 20 μL droplet sliding
over glass and Teflon. (a) Length on glass, (b) Length on Teflon, (c) Height on
Teflon, (d) Height on glass. Rotational speed increases by 1 rpm/s.

Fig. 12. Sliding of a 20 μL droplet over glass. Position of front and rear edges and the highest point in the x-axis (solid). Also, middle distance between edges position
(dashed). Rotational speed increases by 1 rpm/s.
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In addition to static geometrical properties extracted from in-
dividual frames, dynamic measurements are also available. The angle
and length variation rates are computed performing derivatives of in-
dividual measurements using Gaussian smoothing to reduce in-
accuracies and noise. Using temporal derivatives, the spreading and
sliding velocity of droplets is also computed. Furthermore, the volume
of the reconstructed 3D droplet is estimated versus time for validation.

2.4. Experimental procedure

All experiments presented in this section are carried out in Kerberos,
an innovative device that allows the application of accurately

controlled body forces to a droplet placed on top of a surface and
provides full optical monitoring of the phenomena along with air
temperature and moisture control ([29,30]). For the study of the dro-
plet shape evolution, water droplets of 20 μL are evaluated as they slide
over common microscope glass (hydrophilic surface) and Teflon
(slightly hydrophobic surface). The droplet deposition over the sub-
strate is made with a 500 μL syringe (1750 LTN SYR, Hamilton) at-
tached to a repeating dispenser (PB600-1, Hamilton, step 1/50 of syr-
inge volume). The image acquisition system comprises three wireless
cameras (WCB-100 A, Brickcom, 10fps) distributed orthogonally
around the droplet to record the phenomena from side, top and back
views. Magnification lenses (x7, x14, x21) (Olloclip, 3 in 1 Lens) can be
mounted on the cameras when higher image resolution is needed. The

Fig. 13. Sliding of a 20 μL droplet over Teflon. Position of front and rear edges and the highest point in the x-axis (solid). Also, middle distance between edges
position (dashed). Rotational speed increases by 1 rpm/s.

Fig. 14. Top (up) and side (bottom) droplet contour evolution of a 20 μL dro-
plet sliding over glass.

Fig. 15. Top (up) and side (bottom) droplet contour evolution of a 20 μL dro-
plet sliding over Teflon.
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three cameras are synchronized in time with each other. Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition software (SCADA) is implemented for the
accurate synchronization of Kerberos operating parameters with the
recorded videos.

A low concentration of “brilliant blue” (0.5 g/L, Hina Dye Chem
Industries) is added to Millipore water (ultrapure water, Direct-Q,
Merck Millipore) in order to enhance the contrast of top view images of
droplets. By doing so, the accuracy of image analysis is increased
leaving interfacial properties unaffected. Measurements of equilibrium
and dynamic surface tension by the Wilhelmy plate (TE2, LAUDA) and
maximum bubble pressure (BPA-1SX, Sinterface) methods show no
difference between the dyed and non-dyed water. The same holds for
the values of advancing and receding contact angles as measured by
Kerberos. Although for the system under study the presence of a dye
shows no effect on interfacial properties, this might not be the case for
other systems in which adsorption of the dye particles onto the solid
surface or modification of the liquid surface tension cannot be ne-
glected. For these cases, an improved illumination system has been
designed using a combination of different lighting angles from different
locations around the droplet depending on the reflectivity of the sub-
strate surface which can provide images with satisfactory contrast even
without a dye. Nevertheless, the scope of this work is to demonstrate
the capacity of the present software to reconstruct accurate 3D contours
of droplets during spreading and sliding. The higher the contrast in top
view images, e.g., as provided by the use of a dye, the higher the ac-
curacy of the droplet contour reconstruction.

During the experiments, increasing centrifugal forces are applied to
a droplet placed on top of a surface until the droplet sliding is noticed.
The rotational speed is increased by 1 rpm/s until a target rotation
speed is reached and then, the speed is kept constant until the end of the
experiment. The target speed is the one for which the tangential ac-
celeration applied to the system provokes droplet sliding. In these
particular experiments, the target rotation speed depends on the solid
under study (glass or Teflon).

3. Results and discussion

A set of experiments is carefully designed to evaluate the perfor-
mance and explore the capabilities of the developed image-analysis
software for the study of forced wetting. Several experiments are per-
formed under different conditions in order to prove the adaptability of
the new tool to different scenarios. For this purpose, experimental re-
sults using two solid substrates with different surface properties (i.e.
glass: hydrophilic; and Teflon: slightly hydrophobic) are presented.

First, several 2D geometric features are obtained from side and top
images. The droplet shape as expressed by the solid-liquid and liquid-

vapor interfaces is evaluated through the examination of contact angles,
droplet length, droplet height, contact points and highest point posi-
tions, droplet velocity and contour evolution.

Regarding the droplet movement, both spreading and sliding stages
are easily identified in the water/glass system when either one edge
(spreading) or both edges (sliding) of the droplet are set in motion.
However, when forces are applied to a droplet placed over Teflon, the
critical rotation speeds for spreading and sliding coincide and thus, all
parts of the droplet detach and move simultaneously. The evolution of
front (θf) and rear (θr) contact angles is shown in Fig. 10. Mild fluc-
tuations in the estimated values represent experimental uncertainty
plus computational errors. Front and rear parts of the droplet are de-
fined with respect to the direction of the applied force. On the one
hand, a 20 μL water droplet placed over a glass surface attains initially a
contact angle of 40° at both edges. Advancing and receding contact
angles are experimentally found to be around θA = 50° and θR = 10°,
respectively at the critical rotation speed RS=48 rpm as shown in
Fig. 10a. In this case, the contact angle hysteresis (CAH), defined as the
difference between advancing and receding contact angles, is about 40°.
On the other hand, a droplet of the same volume placed on Teflon at-
tains initially a contact angle of 90° with the solid at both edges. Ex-
periments reveal that advancing and receding contact angles are 100°
and 80°, respectively, which implies 20° of hysteresis. In this case, the
critical rotation speed for sliding is RS=35 rpm as seen in Fig. 10b. In
literature, Teflon contact angles can be found to vary from 110° to 115°
[38,39]. This work, however, is not meant to deliver contact angle
values for Teflon but only to allow comparison between the wetting
performances of different materials and show the capacity of Kerberos
and of the respective image analysis. In other words, the reported lower
contact angles obtained for Teflon are circumstantial and do not re-
present exact measurements.

In the latter case (water/Teflon system) the initial contact angle
value (90°) is in the middle between the advancing (100°) and receding
(80°) contact angles and hence the movement of both edges occurs si-
multaneously. However, in the water/glass system, there is a difference
of 10° between the initial and the advancing and 30° between the initial
and the receding contact angle. Therefore, when increasing rotation,
the droplet attains the advancing contact angle at its front before the
receding angle is reached at its rear. As a results the droplet spreads
from its front. The movement of the front part of the droplet with the
rear part still pinned to the substrate provokes the elongation of the
droplet and the increase of the liquid-solid contact area. The compar-
ison of the elongation for both systems is shown in Fig. 11. The si-
multaneous movement of the two droplet edges while sliding over Te-
flon makes the elongation almost unnoticeable (Fig. 11(b)) unlike the
droplet elongation over glass, where a 23% increase of droplet length is

Fig. 16. Droplet velocity for a 20 μL droplet sliding over glass and Teflon. Front (dashed line) and rear (solid line) edge velocity. Rotational speed increases by 1 rpm/
s.
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measured (Fig. 11(a)). Comparing the initial droplet length (t=0) for
both substrates confirms that the water droplet initially spreads to a
larger extent in glass (5.75mm initial length) than in Teflon (4.79 mm
initial length).

Another parameter that can be studied to explore the droplet shape
deformation is the droplet height. As already mentioned, when the
droplet is placed over glass, it spreads just at the moment of contact
with the solid. Due to this spontaneous spreading, the initial height of
the droplet on glass is lower than on Teflon (opposite to the length).
Inspecting now the height evolution versus time it is seen that the
height of the droplet placed on glass decreases with the force as the
length increases. However, for the droplet placed on Teflon, both length
and height are essentially constant during all the sliding process
(Fig. 11).

To explore in-depth the droplet position and its symmetry, the x-
coordinate of the front and rear droplet edge is plotted versus time in
Fig. 12 for the water/glass system. It is apparent that, at the beginning,
the position of the edges does not change with time, thus the whole
droplet is completely pinned in place. After the spreading critical ro-
tation speed (RS =28 rpm, t = 28 s) is reached the front edge moves in
the direction of the force with the rear edge remaining pinned at its
initial location. At t = 48 s, when the sliding critical rotation speed
(RS=48 rpm) is reached, the rear edge of the droplet moves, too, from
its original position in the same direction. The dashed line in Fig. 12
represents the x-coordinate of the middle distance between the edges.
Its comparison with the x-coordinate of the highest point gives a clue
about droplet symmetry. At the beginning (t = 0 s) the x-coordinates of
the droplet middle and highest points coincide indicating droplet
symmetry. However, when the rotation speed is increased
(RS=20 rpm) the droplet deforms, and the highest point is not any-
more in the middle but closer to the front edge.

The same information is plotted below (Fig. 13) for a droplet sliding
on Teflon pointing out the simultaneous movement of both droplet
edges (t = 35 s) and the persistent droplet symmetry during the whole
process. Side view snapshots of the droplet are added to Figs. 12 and 13
to support the discussion about droplet symmetry.

For a more accurate study of droplet shape evolution, individual
contours from side and top views are extracted and presented. In
Fig. 14, the top (up) and side (bottom) contour evolution for a droplet
sliding over glass reveals the significant deformation experienced by the
droplet during spreading and sliding.

In Fig. 15, the droplet contour evolution for the water/Teflon
system is observed. In this case, the droplet does not deform during the
sliding process and keeps its initial circular shape when viewed from
the top. The symmetry is also observed when the droplet side contours

are analyzed.
When a water droplet spreads over glass, it elongates increasing the

liquid-solid contact area. This elongation leads to an increasing friction
between the liquid and the solid that retards the relative movement of
the droplet over the glass. Due to this fact, the droplet sliding velocity is
slower on glass than on Teflon, where the droplet keeps a smaller li-
quid-solid contact area during the whole process. Sliding velocity has
been demonstrated to be a fundamental property in hydrophobic sur-
face characterization [40]. The comparison of sliding velocities for a
water droplet over glass and Teflon can be seen in Fig. 16. Spotting the
velocity of the edges independently, one can notice, again, that the
beginning of the movement for both edges is simultaneous for the
droplet over Teflon whereas this is not so for the droplet over glass.

Apart from the extraction of 2D geometrical features, the software
allows obtaining the 3D reconstruction of the droplet shape through
combination of side and top images. In Fig. 17, snapshots of the actual
side and top images and the respective 3D reconstruction are shown for
an initially axisymmetric droplet (a) and for a non-axisymmetric dro-
plet during sliding (b). Beside individual snapshots, the software per-
mits video representation of the 3D reconstruction of droplet perfor-
mance. An indicative 3D reconstruction of a droplet sliding over glass is
presented as a supplementary material, S1.

Based on the 3D reconstruction, the contact angles along the peri-
meter can be computed to determine a more precise droplet shape.
Fig. 18 displays the estimated contact angle distribution along the
droplet perimeter for (a) axisymmetric droplet and (b) (sliding) non-
axisymmetric droplet. In Fig. 18(a), the contact angle distribution
around the droplet perimeter is approximately a straight line because
the drop is axisymmetric and attains the same contact angle (40°) with
the surface for all azimuthal coordinates. Nevertheless, in Fig. 18(b) the
distribution of contact angles around the perimeter is not a straight line.
The front part of the droplet attains the advancing contact angle
(θA=50°), the rear attains the receding (θR=10°) and the angles for
the intermediate positions vary from advancing to receding.

4. Conclusions

In the present work, a custom–made software for the analysis of
droplet images lying on solid substrates is presented. This new tool is
developed for the analysis of non-axisymmetric droplets created during
forced wetting experiments in Kerberos ([29,30]). The wetting phe-
nomenon is analyzed using images from two cameras placed ortho-
gonally to each other that provide side and top view images of the
droplet during the wetting process. Through the experimental com-
parison of droplet wetting over a hydrophilic and a slightly

Fig. 17. Actual images from side and top views and the respective 3D reconstructions of a 20 μL droplet deposited on a glass substrate. (a) Initially axisymmetric
droplet shape, (b) a sliding non-axisymmetric droplet shape.
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hydrophobic substrate, evidence is provided on the capabilities of the
new software to characterize droplet shape in terms of its solid-liquid
and liquid-vapor interfaces under different wetting scenarios. In addi-
tion, tangential forces that need to be applied to induce droplet
spreading and sliding on either substrates is examined. The study of the
droplet shape and movement is carried out through i) extraction of 2D
droplet geometrical features from side and top images providing in-
formation related to contact angles, droplet length, droplet height,
edges position, droplet velocity, contour points; ii) droplet 3D shape
reconstruction that avails the precise exploration of the droplet shape
and the estimation of contact angles distribution along the droplet
perimeter.
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